




Finding and using the
SLOPE of a line

Graphing parallel and 
perpendicular lines











The slope of a line is the same,
no matter what two points on the line

are used.



The slope of a line is the ratio of the 
change in y-coordinates to the 

change in x-coordinates.



CAN 
YOU

SOLVE FOR SLOPE?



Find the slope of the 
line that passes through

(-1, 4) and (1, -2).  
Then, graph the line.



Find the slope of the line that passes through
(-1, 4) and (1, -2).  Then, graph the line.



Find the slope of the line that passes through
(-1, 4) and (1, -2).  Then, graph the line.



Find the slope of the line that passes through
(-1, 4) and (1, -2).  Then, graph the line.

Next step?  Graph the line!



Graph the two 
ordered pairs and 
draw the line.  Use 
the slope to check 
your graph by 
selecting any point 
on the line.  Then 
go down 3 units and 
right 1 unit, or go 
up 3 units and left 1 
unit.



POSITIVE SLOPE, ZERO SLOPE, 
NEGATIVE SLOPE,

AND UNDEFINED SLOPE



POSITIVE
slope



ZERO
slope



NEGATIVE
slope



The slope, or 
m, is

UNDEFINED



Slope is often referred to as 
RATE OF CHANGE

It measures how much a 
QUANTITY changes, on 
average, relative to the 

change in another quantity, 
which is often time.



  Refer to 
the graph to 
find the rate 
of change of 
the number 
of people 
taking 
cruises from 
1985 to 
2000.



Between 1985 and 
2000, the number 
of people taking 
cruises increased 
at an average rate 

of about 0.31
(1,000,000) or 
310,000 people 

per year.



CAN 
YOU

SOLVE FOR SLOPE?



Find the slope of the 
line that passes through

(0, 0) and (–5, 6).
Then graph the line.



Find the slope of the line that passes through
(0, 0) and (–5, 6).

Then graph the line.



Find the slope of the line that passes through
(0, 0) and (–5, 6).

Then graph the line.



Find the slope of the line that passes through (0, 0) and (–5, 6).



So, the slope of 
the line is



Find the slope of the 
line that passes through

(0, 0) and (–5, 6).
Then graph the line.Then graph the line.



Graph the two 
ordered pairs and 
draw the line. Use 
the slope to check 
your graph by 
selecting any point 
on the line. Then 
go down 6 units 
and right 5 units 
or go up 6 units 
and left 5 units. 
This point should 
also be on the line.



In a plane, 
non-vertical 

lines with the 
same slope 

are 
PARALLEL.  
All vertical 

lines are 
parallel.



In a plane, two 
oblique lines 

are 
perpendicular 
if and only if 
the product of 
their slope is 

-1.














